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Chapter 3 

I don’t know why I was surprised. We had knights. And damsels. And even wizards. Of  

course there was going to be a castle. 

I got my first glance of it as we passed out of the village. Once, when I was a teenager, I had 

visited England with my family. We went to the Tower of London and a couple of other castles out 

in the English countryside. This wasn’t like any of them. It was smaller, though I don’t think I 

noticed that right away. Mostly it was—well, it was the first thing I’d encountered that seemed less 

realistic than a straight-to-DVD movie. Probably because it was new. Or newish. Not a ruin. Not 

made of rounded, weather-worn stones, cracked with the ages and dotted with weeds. The walls of 

its tall towers were smooth, straight, and almost white under the clearing skies of the afternoon. Like 

a low-budget Hollywood set. 

Perhaps it was this, perhaps it was the distance, or perhaps it was the smallish stature, 

compared to the few castles I’d seen in life or in the dark of a movie theater. Whatever the case, at 

that first distant glance it struck me more like a cheap castle-themed roadside attraction than the 

real deal. 

But: It was a castle. An actual castle, with knights and soldiers and peasants and Skeletor like 

in a Lego set. Only real. Except, of course, for Skeletor. I don’t know what I’d been expecting, but 

Gigot had referred to Madeleine’s “house”; I guess I was expecting a house. Smallish this might be, 

as far as castles go, but it was a very different definition of “house” than the one I was used to. 

It was, at that point, still maybe a mile away, just peaking out beyond a stand of forest, the 

whole lot on a bluff or steep rise above a bend in the river. It was this curve of the river that gave us a 

sneak peak at the place; our path would have it disappear behind the trees for a while before we 

approached it. 

“Your banner still flies,” Cyril called back to Madeleine when it came into view. 

This was merely confirmation; we’d heard as much as we came through the village. The way 

had taken us right up to the little settlement, where tall, brushy hedgerows embraced the road, 

tangled and unchecked. Geese hissed and retreated as the road became a tunnel-like lane. Low 

thatched-roofed buildings hunched in small, messy gardens visible through gaps and gates in the 
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hedges. A funk of dung, woodsmoke, animals, and more dung clotted the air, making me realize just 

how clear and fresh the air I’d been breathing for the past 24 hours had been. 

At first the place had seemed oddly deserted, peopled, once we’d gotten past the angry geese, 

by little more than chickens and the odd goat. But after a moment the villagers had appeared—the 

men, at least; the ones we’d seen in the field—as we made our way in a narrow file up the sloped and 

stony path between the bushes. They crowded into the trail and jogged beside the horses, clearly 

pleased to see us. 

“What news of my lord Etien, Andries?” Stephan had asked one of them. 

“He is at the house, Mon Sieur,” the man, a tall guy with thinning hair and a sunburned 

forehead, had responded. His accent was somewhat different than Stephan’s or any of the people I’d 

met so far. “With three knights and twenty men, we hear. They have not come here, but have stayed 

in the village.” 

Wait, wasn’t this the village? 

Stephan nodded at the man, making an approving face. 

Cyril turned back toward Madeleine. “He hasn’t brought force with him, Ma Dame,” he 

said. 

“Marcus Miller says there is an army at Arbois,” another man added, and a murmur arose 

from the crowd. “Awaiting word from the Compte.” 

“I trust Marcus Miller’s news,” Stephan answered, “about as far as you trust his scales.” The 

murmur turned into a round of laughter. It was thin, though, and tinged with apprehension. “What 

word from Hugh?” 

“He is at the house,” the tall guy replied, “hosting my lord Etien.” 

“Neils went up to the house yesterday, Sieur, with his weapons,” added a third fellow. “He 

hasn’t come back.” 

“But there has been no fighting?” 

The men all shook their heads. “Not yet,” one of them said. 

We rode on, breaking out of the narrow lane and past a large barn with a stinking pile of 

manure, and out between two wide fields, one cultivated and the other overgrown. The gang of 

peasants watched us go as the castle came into view. 
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“Cyril,” I began, when the view of the castle was eclipsed once again. I was a bit hesitant 

talking with a guy who was clearly not keen on me, but my position, with Madeleine’s colors, at the 

head of the line gave me no-one else to talk to. “What’s going on? Why is Etien here?” 

“My lord Etien,” Cyril corrected me. “He is the Count of Namur.” And our enemy, right? 

But I guess there’s a propriety to these sorts of things. 

“My lord Etien,” I stood corrected. “Why is he here? What is this all about?” 

Cyril nodded toward the trees that now hid the castle. “He wants Lady Madeleine’s house.” 

“Why? Because it’s a castle?” 

Cyril shot me a look. Yes, I’m an idiot. Well established by now. “And because it is right on 

Limbourg’s doorstep.” He pointed out across the river. “That is the Duchy of Limbourg, on the 

other side.” 

“And Eti—my lord Etien hates the Duchy of Limbourg?” 

“No, my lord Etien hates the Henri, Duke of Brabant.” 

“Ah. Of course.” 

Cyril let out an impatient snort. “We are in Brabant. Henri of Brabant is my lord Etien’s 

liege.” 

I stretched my mind back to junior high school social studies. The feudal system. The king 

gives land to the nobles. The nobles give land to the knights. Each deal is in exchange for military 

service, right? So Etien is a vassal of Henri, but doesn’t like his boss. But what does Limbourg have 

to do with it? 

More importantly, “So, isn’t Lady Madeleine a—” I struggled for the French word for 

“vassal.” “Doesn’t she work for my lord Etien? Can’t he just tell her what to do?” 

Cyril frowned and drew back. “My lady is certainly not a vassal of the Compte!” OK, new 

word for the vocabulary collection: vassal is the same in both languages. “Bois de Haillot is an 

Imperial fief. He has no rights here. My lord De La Criox holds this land for the Holy Roman 

Emperor, and nobody else!” 

De La Croix. Of The Cross. Madeleine? 

“So there is a lord De La Criox. Is he at the castle?” 

“No. He is outremer.” Outre mer. Overseas. What, like stationed in Korea? 

“Outremer where?” 
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“Where? In the Lavant, of course. The holy land. Where else?” Aha! He’s off on a crusade or 

something. Well, that would certainly help me figure out what century I was in, if I had a clue when 

the crusades took place. Other than in the Middle Ages. Along with the Black Death. 

I had about fifty other questions, but Cyril’s patience with me was clearly wearing thin. I 

tried to put on my best “I knew that” look while I prioritized my thoughts. 

And that’s when we came over the rise. 

There was a group of Etien’s soldiers about twenty yards ahead. I could tell they were Etien’s 

soldiers because they were beating the shit out of a peasant, and I was pretty sure Etien didn’t bring 

any peasants along to get beaten up by our soldiers. If we even had any. 

Truth be told, the only real difference between the soldiers and the peasant was the number 

of weapons on hand. That and the issue of who was getting the beat-down and who was serving it 

up. They pretty much looked the same; it’s not like the soldiers were in any sort of uniform. 

The guy on the receiving end had had about enough; he was on the ground, and there was a 

lot of blood about where I’d expect to see his nose, if I could see anything other than blood. A bunch 

of stuff—a basket or two; some blankets or clothes—were scattered around. Two soldiers looked 

on; they were having a good laugh. They’d already laid into someone else—I could see a couple of 

legs emerging from behind a nearby hedge. 

The guy doing the beating was just standing up, reaching for the axe leaning against the 

hedge. 

All of this—the soldiers, the victims, the weapons, the debris—it seemed to hang there for a 

mini eternity. But it didn’t; I took it all in in less than the time it took him to straighten up. 

I don’t know why Cyril hesitated. Maybe he had been looking away at that moment, trying 

to distance himself from me and my idiotic questions. Maybe he’s a conservative when it comes to 

battle plans, and actually thinks before acting. Maybe he had less pent-up—well, not rage, but at 

least anxiety—than me. To give him credit, I don’t think it was cowardice or even inexperience. But 

whatever the reason, I reacted before he did. 

“Hey!” I shouted, as the soldier stepped back and grasped his axe. As if I’d been doing it all 

my life, I leaned forward in the saddle, kicking my horse solidly in the ribs. 
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I don’t know what I was thinking. No, that’s not true: One small part of my brain, maybe a 

10% chunk, knew exactly what it had in mind. Charge that guy. Lower the lance. Skewer him, then 

trample his friends. 

The rest of my mind was a spectator, shocked and stunned, unable to do anything but watch 

helplessly and hold on for dear life. 

The horse leapt. Fortunately it was already aimed almost directly at the guy. The lance came 

down, but it turns out those things are a lot easier to hold up than to hold out. I was doing a decent 

job staying on the horse, but I could barely keep the lance pointed forward, and the guy’s chest 

suddenly seemed a much smaller target than it had before. 

The soldier turned toward me. His jaw fell and his eyes practically popped out of his head. It 

was like a Warner Bros cartoon; it would have been comical if the anvil falling from the sky hadn’t 

been real. Er, in a metaphorical sense. 

The horse crossed the distance in four strides. 

The soldier was surprised, but he wasn’t a chump. The axe came up in a blocking move, and 

he stepped to the inside as the lance closed on him. I doubt I would have hit him anyway, but he 

struck it away, sending a sharp, painful jolt up my arm. His movement, though, had put him in the 

horse’s path, and although the animal tried to dodge, its shoulder struck the man’s. I felt the impact 

through the horse’s body. The soldier spun, arms flying as though he hadn’t a bone in his body. I 

spun too as we passed him, the horse’s dodge and the momentum of the parried lance throwing me 

around. 

Holy shit: I did it. I may not have speared him through the heart, but I rode him down. I 

saved that dude. Me. 

And then I fell off the horse. 

The strike on the lance had thrown me wildly off balance, and I think the whole thing had 

the same sort of effect on the horse. I hit the base of the hedgerow with an impact that felt like I’d 

stuck my finger in a light socket. Or maybe my whole arm. For a second I kinda lost track of where I 

was as the green of the branches and blue of the sky swirled in an ungainly mix above me. But that 

hard thing underneath me was the ground, so I put my elbows against it and hoisted my shoulders 

up, and the world came back together again. 
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The guy I’d hit was on his hands and knees, apparently doing an impression of an epileptic 

dog—but probably just winded. One of the other guys was grabbing a pole with a funky but very 

dangerous-looking business end; some sort of halberd-like thing, if my Dungeons & Dragons 

experience was of any benefit. 

Shit. These guys actually knew what the hell they were doing. I’d put one down, but even he 

wasn’t really out of the game. 

Halberd guy had taken a step toward me, his weapon coming into a useful position. Behind 

him the third guy was grabbing a similar weapon. 

My lance was fifteen feet away. Given its length, I didn’t think I could really use it on foot, 

even if I had the Jedi powers to call it to me. I glanced about desperately for something with which 

to fend off halberd blows, but the unkempt hedge offered nothing but tangles of briars and flimsy, 

willowy branches. 

Halberd guy was two steps closer. The guy on the ground had gotten a knee under him, and 

his hand had found his axe. 

But the third guy had frozen. 

It was a good move. Suddenly the world was filled with sound and motion; a horse-borne 

Cyril pounded between me and the halberd dude. Cyril’s body was twisted away from me, shoulders 

curved as his arm described a graceful, downward stroke like he was playing polo. I didn’t see the 

strike—the horse blocked the view—but as Cyril pounded past, halberd guy was already staggering 

backward, his head and shoulders cocked at a crazy angle. There was a lot of blood. 

Axe guy let go of his axe. 

The third soldier turned, and, dropping his polearm, broke into a run. As if Cyril wasn’t 

enough, Stephan was now on the scene. He had been headed toward the third guy, but reined about 

as the soldier took off. 

Cyril circled round at a trot, then stopped and dismounted, staring at the guy he’d cut down. 

His chest was heaving. He still had his sword in hand; the blade was streaked in red. 

My heart was pounding and my vision seemed to have a dark zone around the borders—like 

in the movies when you’re supposed to be looking out through binoculars, only blurrier. The first 

soldier—the one with the axe, who’d been doing the beating—lay prostrate on the ground, his limbs 

stretched about him. His face was pressed against the weedy earth, and I could just make out the 
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way his eyes were squeezed desperately shut. Beyond him lay the unconscious peasant, and beyond 

that the equally still—but much bloodier—form of the second soldier. This could not be real. 

The others came running up, Madeleine first among them. Without a glance at the rest of 

the scene, she pulled up a few paces in front of me. She threw a leg over her horse and, with a creak 

and groan of leather, lowered herself from the saddle. She stared down at me, her gaze fixed 

studiously on my face, her expression stern—almost angry. After a few seconds her eyes shifted. 

“You are injured.” 

I followed her gaze to my right arm. The tunic was stained thickly, wet with blood from 

above the elbow down to the seam. Her statement had been an observation of that fact; there had 

been neither sympathy nor an offer of aid in her tone. 

I hadn’t been hit. I shook my head. “No, Ma Dame,” I responded, trying to steady my 

breathing. “This is the cut Stephan made yesterday. I must have opened it again.” 

If her change in the tent back on the pasture had been intended to bolster her regal bearing, 

it had worked. She was wearing a dark green dress dense with embroidery and jewels and utterly 

lacking in yesterday’s mud trim. I wouldn’t put her at a day older than me, but she had the kind of 

commanding poise you usually only see in—I don’t know—CEOs? Head coaches? Senior military 

officers? The kind of person you call Sir or Ma’am or Mr. So-and-so, and never even know their first 

name. 

She took another couple of steps forward, her head cocked slightly as she studied me. She 

still seemed angry. “You have no skill at arms.” 

Um. Not these arms. I didn’t think it was time to bring up the M16A2. “No, Ma Dame.” 

“Why did you help them?” She asked, with a slight move of her head in the direction of the 

beaten peasants. 

I shrugged. Weren’t these her people? “What else should I have done?”  

She suddenly reached to her purse and produced a beaded necklace. There was a cross on it. 

With another half-step toward me she held it out. “Take it.” 

I hesitated for a moment. I was still on my knees and I wasn’t quite sure where she was going 

with this. Looking around, I saw that everyone—Stephan, Cyril, Gigot, Celestine; everyone except 

maybe the axe soldier—was watching me. Celestine crossed herself. 

I took the cross. 
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I don’t know what everyone was expecting. Probably they didn’t either. But it seemed like 

there was the tiniest collective sigh of relief when my hand didn’t burst into flame. 

“Kiss it.” 

Really? I hesitated again. But the eyes were still fixed as intently on me. I lined up the crucifix 

and brought it gently to my lips. Again, no fireworks. 

Madeleine held out her hand again and I returned the cross to her. She kissed it herself, then 

crossed herself and slipped it back into the purse with a well-practiced move. “Give me your hand.” 

I got to my feet, keeping the groans to a minimum, and held out a hand, palm up. This was 

the closest I’d been to Madeleine, and I was a bit taken by surprise at her small stature. Not that she 

was tiny—she was fairly broad-shouldered and sturdy in build. The skirt of her dress was—let’s be 

blunt here—nicely filled out, and I suspected she’d have been pretty well stacked if the dress didn’t 

flatten her out so much. More to the point, though, I realized I thought of her as a tall woman, 

whereas I don’t think she actually came up much above my shoulder. 

She grasped my hand, studying it as she ran a thumb over the pads of my palm. Then she 

turned it over, apparently looking at my fingers. 

“Who are you, Martin?” she mumbled. And then, louder: “I would take you for a scholar, 

but where are the inkstains? Nor have these hands ever guided a plow.” She dropped the hand and 

ran her eyes up and down my body. “Nor those shoulders. I would think you a pampered princeling, 

but you cannot even ride.” 

Maybe that was the source of Celestine’s “my lord” comment. 

“Where have you come from, Martin? What do you do?” 

I struggled for a moment, looking for the French for civil engineer or certified land planner. I 

couldn’t come up with it. “I—I plan buildings. Roads and things.” 

Madeleine’s eyes opened just an iota, and I caught some small movement among the 

spectators. “You are a mason?” 

Shit. These guys were going to want me to build a cathedral or something. “Um. Sort of. I 

guess.” I couldn’t really tell them I mostly laid out strip malls and housing developments. Roads, 

parking lots, utilities, storm-water runoff control. 

She turned away. Her eyes were searching for something, but not something in the scene 

before her. “A mason,” she said quietly. “Why would he send me a mason?” 
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It took me a minute to realize she meant He with a capital H. 

“Hey, wait, it’s not like that. I—” 

“You told Stephan you do not know how you came to be here, did you not?” She whirled 

back toward me. Man, somehow I had really pissed her off. 

“Yeah, that’s—” 

“You kissed the crucifix. You were not sent by hell.” 

“No!” 

“Are you a sorcerer?” 

“No, I’m just a regular guy!” 

“If you did not appear by sorcery, and you were not sent by Lucifer,” she crossed herself as 

she said this; so did several of the others, “then God is all that is left. He has sent you to me.” She 

frowned, and her gaze shifted over my shoulder. “But why?” 

I’m not really a very religious guy, but at this point that sounded like as good an explanation 

as any. That still didn’t give me answer for the why, though. 

After a moment her eyes focused on me again, and she gave a brief, wry smile. Maybe it 

wasn’t me she was so pissed off about after all. She turned and started walking back toward her 

horse. “I don’t know, Stephan,” she said as she passed the knight. “Maybe He’s telling me I’m going 

to need a bigger castle.” 

*          *           *  

So then I threw up. 

I’ll spare the gruesome details. For once, at least, it didn’t seem like everyone was watching 

me; I was a bit embarrassed, of course, but nobody seemed to want to make a thing out of it. 

Probably a pretty common reaction to your first real life-and-death fight, no matter what century 

you’re from. Besides, it was really more the dry heaves, after the first round at least—I hadn’t had 

much to eat that day. A little bread and cheese, left in a wet lump under that hedge. 

Oops. So much for sparing the details. 

The peasant with the broken nose (and a concussion, in my expert medical opinion, and 

probably a few broken ribs) was not, it turns out, the big victim. He’d just shown up with some 

supplies for the folk who had scattered to the woods, but his wife, who was waiting behind the hedge 
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for those supplies, was discovered by three of Etien’s soldiers. The guy—his name turned out to be 

Klaas—showed up just as they were finishing with her. 

“They, um . . . with the woman . . . you know?” I asked Gigot as he rebandaged my arm. I’d 

wrapped up the vomiting a few minutes before. 

Gigot nodded with a grimace. He paused to look briefly over his shoulder, where twenty feet 

away Celestine was administering to the now-conscious woman. She was in her mid-twenties, I’d 

have guessed. There were dirty tear streaks down her face, but it seemed like she was done crying for 

the moment. Her long blonde hair, dishevelled and strewn with bits of leaves, struck me as out of 

place—then I realized this was the first free-range hair I’d seen since I got here. Guess she’d lost her 

headcovering in the festivities. Klaas crouched at her side, opposite Celestine, watching his wife 

intently as she and Celestine spoke in hushed tones. His face was also tear streaked, his nose a 

swollen mass marked with blood and snot. 

About twenty feet from them, the soldier who had given Klaas his souvenir nosebreak sat in 

the weeds, his head hanging between his knees. Cyril and Michel stood to either side of him. 

And not far from that stood Stephan and Madeleine, in conference. 

After a moment Stephan broke away and came over to us. Gigot had just finished up, and I 

was getting to my feet. 

Stephan gave me a nod. “Not bad, for a mason.” 

“I’m, um, I’m not exactly a mason,” I answered. 

Stephan just shrugged. “You are certainly no knight, either,” he answered with a hint of a dry 

smile. The actual word he used was chevalier, which translates literally as horseman. A true statement 

either way. “But not poorly done, nonetheless.” 

I gave my own little shrug in reply. “What’s going to happen to that guy?” I asked, lifting a 

chin toward the prisoner. 

Stephan glanced back at him. “We’ll take him into the village and hang him.” He turned 

back. “I’m sorry I let the other one go.” 

The nausea returned; for a second I thought I was going to throw up again. Sure, this was the 

guy I’d ridden down—the guy I’d tried myself to kill just twenty minutes ago. And yeah, what these 

guys had done defied contemplation. Had done—and had still been doing: I don’t think they’d been 
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entirely finished with Klaas when we hit the scene. But—but to just hang a guy, right then and 

there? Casually, in cold blood? 

I wasn’t sure I was going to like this century. 

“What about . . . what about,” I couldn’t come up with the French for due process. I 

suddenly felt very desperate, guilty even. Like this guy’s pending death was my fault; if I hadn’t 

started the battle, none of this would be happening. Completely irrational—I knew it even then. But 

that didn’t make it any less urgent. “This isn’t the way it is normally done, is it?” 

“Nooo,” Stephan replied slowly. “But with my lord Etien here there is hardly time for a 

village moot, is there? And lady Madeleine would be the final arbiter in any event.” 

“But how can she arbitrate?” I asked. “She hasn’t heard any—” I didn’t know the word for 

evidence. “Nobody has even spoken to that guy. You can’t just string him up without—without 

following the law!” 

My voice had risen. Once again, everyone within thirty feet was staring at me. Madeleine had 

taken a couple steps in our direction. 

“Martin,” she said, her eyes narrowing just a touch, “why are you defending these men?” It 

wasn’t a challenge; it really sounded like she was curious. 

“I’m not defending them,” I replied, looking past Stephan at her. I’d love to say there was 

some grand principle behind my sudden stand, but that was hardly the case. It’s not like I had some 

strong opinion on the death penalty or anything. It was just that I’d seen more people dead or killed 

in the past 24 hours than in the rest of my life combined, and I couldn’t stomach the idea of another 

one—one that might, however irrationally, sit on my conscious. Or maybe I was just worried that 

this world was a bit more brutal than I could handle—and that I might be here a long time. 

“I just think we have to do this the right way.” I paused a moment to compose myself; to 

make my argument seem well reasoned rather than a hasty rationalization of my weak stomach. 

“What these men did is—it’s terrible, and they deserve what they deserve. But they are the bad guys. 

We are the good guys, right?” 

Stephan looked skeptical. “What difference would a moot make? They will come to the 

same conclusion.” 

But Madeleine raised a hand. “Yes, but maybe Martin has a point.” She moved closer and 

lowered her voice. “Stephan, if Etien is going to take action, you know he will play on the loyalties 
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of my people.” Really? Was her peasants’ loyalty in question? Was this a common problem? “We 

will need everyone if we have to hold the manor against an assault. Perhaps this is an opportunity to 

pull the people together.” 

“If you don’t act decisively,” Stephan replied, “they will think you are weak. There will be no 

easier way to send them into Etien’s camp.” 

Madeleine nodded. “Yes, that is true. But this need not be weakness. This man is our 

prisoner. We will take him to the house with us and dispose of him there. Right before Etien. It will 

be a clear statement about who is the authority here.” 

“Won’t Etien try to intervene?” I asked. 

Stephan raised an eyebrow at me. I hadn’t meant to speak out loud; having started this 

debate I now just wanted to lay low. “I doubt it,” he answered. “Maybe for one of his men, but not 

for a footsoldier.” I guess a footsoldier doesn’t count as “one of his men.” 

“If he did, it would look even worse for him,” Madeleine said. “This is a crime against the 

village. Hugh will bring him to moot, and Hugh would never answer to Etien.” 

Stephan looked thoughtful for a moment, then nodded slowly. “If you think so, Ma Dame. I 

have doubts—but it may work.” 

*          *           *  

We rode into the castle. 

It was about half a mile or so through the fields up from the village proper, which we hit a 

few hundred yards beyond our little battle site. I don’t know what I expected—maybe a cute little 

main street with thatched-roofed shops all around. A tavern or two, with some buxom bar wenches. 

Maybe a Wendy’s and an Exxon station. Well, I got the thatch right. The rest of it was pretty much 

like the little stand of buildings we passed earlier: Narrow unpaved lanes between high, unkempt 

hedges, behind which hid timber-framed cottages with thatched roofs. At the center was a large 

grassy area bounded on the opposite side by a huge barn—long and squat, with a high thatched roof 

and two large doors facing the plaza or green or whatever it was. The scene would have made a great 

photo for a calendar of rustic country settings, if it weren’t for the huge, stinking pile of crap heaped 

at one end. At the corner opposite the dungheap sat a good-sized stone building with a cross above 
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the door; a huge oak tree stood next to it. Beyond that and what might have been a forge, there was 

no sign of commercial enterprise. Guess I wasn’t going to get my double with cheese here. 

We took a right at the village green, passed between some more hedge-bound cottages, and 

then started up the hill between two large fields. Beyond the fields the hillcrest was forested, and 

above those trees rose the towers of Madeleine’s castle. 

Just as in the earlier village (or sub-village, or whatever), we had been quickly met by a crowd 

making its way in from the fields to greet us. And just like before, it was all men—for reasons that 

were no longer theoretical. Klaas and his wife, both limping along in some pain, were absorbed into 

the crowd with much concern. A few questions were passed back and forth, but the news was pretty 

much just as we’d heard it before. I drew a few looks, along with my bloody sleeve, but no comment. 

The bulk of the crowd followed us up the hill, past the fields and into the forest. 

It was only a couple hundred feet through the trees before the gatehouse emerged ahead of 

us. The ground had levelled out—I guessed we were nearing the bluff overlooking the river. The gate 

was flanked by two rounded towers, which bridged over the gate to form a sort of tunnel for the 

castle entrance. The whole thing was made of light-colored stone, the joints of which were mortared 

so smoothly as to be almost invisible from a distance. On top was a steeply pitched roof of stone or 

slate. 

It was still sort of jarring to see something that looked so—what? Modern? Freshly built? 

Conspicuously non-ruined?—but it no longer looked like a Hollywood set. This was quite definitely 

solid. Quite definitely real. 

But there was no drawbridge or anything—no moat. In fact, the trees grew right up to the 

tower walls. And I was surprised to see that the castle was, in fact, ruined. Not the gatehouse, which 

seemed entirely intact, but the castle walls adjacent on either side. Just rambling piles of stone, 

uneven and for the most part no higher than my shoulder. 

“Cyril,” I whispered as we approached, “why are the walls—” But then I checked myself. 

The walls weren’t piles of rubble—as uneven as they were, they were made of cut and dressed stone 

just like the gatehouse. And then I spotted, hidden away in the surrounding forest, a squarish stack 

of cut stone—and then another, further along. They were overgrown with brush and brambles, 

almost lost in the encroaching forest. 
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The walls weren’t ruined. They were unfinished. Judging by the brush and weeds around the 

stacks of stone, they had sat this way for many years at least. 

I started to reframe my question, but we had pretty much arrived. There were three or four 

guys standing around the gate, a big wooden door that stood wide open. They all held halberds or 

spears. I assumed they were Madeleine’s, and that assumption was borne out by their faces as we 

approached. 

“Good day to you, Cyril!” one of the guys called out. He got a smile; here were only stares 

for me, but at least they weren’t hostile. We headed into the tunnel still on horseback, while behind 

us Stephan and Madeleine and Gigot and the others were called out to with happy greetings. 

Beyond the gatehouse a courtyard was defined by the half-built walls and the tower of the 

castle proper. This is what I had seen briefly from across the fields, and then again as we approached 

from the village. It was bigger than I had thought, but still nowhere near the size of a Helm’s Deep 

or Tower of London. And though it was easily fifty feet tall, it was also, like the outer walls, 

unfinished. What had looked from a distance like the zig-zag of crenellations was really just a ragged, 

unfinished edge. 

Cyril was dismounting, so I followed suit. The courtyard was fairly busy, and people were 

gathering around as Madeleine and the others joined us. Someone started to lead my horse away, 

and I let them. My butt was glad to see it go. 

I caught a few questioning glances, but nobody spoke to me. Madeleine and Stephan were in 

conversation with some of the castle people, and Gigot, Cyril, and Celestine were all engaged in 

tasks of unloading and unpacking. I had trouble following the babble of voices around me—there 

were too many, speaking too fast, much of it in the difficult accent of the villagers. So I gave up and 

simply took stock of the surroundings. More accurately, I gawked. 

The courtyard was maybe 120, 150 feet long and 80 or 100 feet wide. Roughly rectangular, 

paved in dirt with patches of mud. The gatehouse sat at one corner, and the big tower opposite. A 

sizeable, high-roofed building abutted the tower, forming part of the wall that, I assumed, 

overlooked the river. It was stone, with a handful of arched windows framed by somewhat fancy 

stonework. Not pointed at the top—I’m no architect, but this wasn’t Gothic. Another clue about 

what century I was in. A clue that meant nothing to me. 
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A long, lower structure flanked the courtyard opposite—with visible timber frames and a 

lumpy thatched roof it looked sort of barnish. The horses were being led that way. Stables I guess. 

Your four-car garage, Middle Ages style. There were a number of smaller buildings around the edge 

of the courtyard, as well as tarps and tents, and twenty or thirty people previously looking busy but 

now, for the most part, crowded around us. Plus a sizeable chunk of the crowd that had followed us 

up from the village. And a handful of goats and a fair number of chickens. No dung heap, thank 

goodness, but strong scents of human and animal activity, not quite masked by a pervasive scent of 

wood smoke that made the whole thing feel a bit like a Boy Scout camp. 

“Martin!” Cyril called. I turned, and found him at one of the mules a few paces back. “Help 

me with this.” 

I stepped over. Gigot was standing nearby, his hand resting on the head of the axe run 

through his belt. I followed his gaze. Not everybody, it turns out, was gathered around or looking 

busy. A dozen men stood or sat around under a couple of tarps near the end of the stables, watching 

us. There wasn’t a friendly expression among them, but they had more than their share of axes, 

spears, and halberds. I glanced back at Gigot. 

“Etien’s?” I asked. Gigot nodded. 

“Don’t worry about them right now,” Cyril said. “Help me with this.” 

He had his shoulder against a wooden chest tied to the back of the mule, and was undoing 

the strap that held it in place. I reached up to steady it, and almost dropped it when Cyril eased his 

shoulder away from the weight. 

“Jesus!” I exclaimed. I’d said it in English, but got a pointed glance from both Cyril and 

Gigot. A word that’s pretty recognizable in both languages, I guess. “What’s in this thing?” 

“None of your business,” Cyril answered. He’d finished with the strap and was adjusting his 

position to take the end of the chest. I did the same. I grunted as the full weight came off the rather 

relieved mule. It was heavier than the sofa bed I’d helped Jason move last summer, and that had 

weighed in at well over 100 pounds. “Just act normal. There’s nothing important in here.” 

I glanced around. Madeleine and Stephan were still in conversation. Gaspard was off to the 

side, sort of standing around in his Gaspard-like manner. All the other loading and unpacking was 

being done by servant or peasant types. And then there was Gigot, hand still on his axe, following us 

as we took the first couple of steps toward the castle tower. Nothing important indeed. 
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“And don’t let Father Jean hear you speak like that,” Cyril muttered. 

“Or Lady Madeleine,” Gigot added. 

“Especially Lady Mad—” Cyril started, but then stopped in his tracks. A man was walking 

toward us. Tall and sturdy, middle-aged with sandy hair and a tanned complexion. But most 

noteworthy because of the sword on his belt. And the leathery, metal-studded armory stuff he was 

dressed in. My first thought was Etien, but he wasn’t getting the sort of reactions I’d expect from Ma 

Dame’s arch-enemy. 

“Hugh,” Cyril said, greeting him. He set down his side of the chest, and I gladly did the 

same. The pads of my fingers were on fire. Cyril and Hugh shook hands, Hugh offering a big, 

lopsided grin. Then he glanced at me: Face first, then the bloody sleeve, and finally Madeleine’s crest 

at the center of my torso. 

“This is Maitre Martin,” Cyril said. “He’s a mason.” 

Maitre. Master? I thought of objecting to the whole thing, but decided it wasn’t the time. 

Besides, Hugh was giving me a nod of approval, and that was a better expression than I usually 

rated—though he looked a bit puzzled. “Ma Dame has brought a mason into her service?” 

“It was something of—an accident,” Cyril replied. “A story for another time.” 

“Well enough,” Hugh said. “Welcome, Maitre Martin. I’m Hugh.” 

We shook hands. 

“The bailiff,” Cyril added, by way of explanation. 

“Ah,” I said. I’d ask someone what the heck a bailiff was later. In keeping with my only-look-

like-an-idiot-in-front-of-one-person-at-a-time policy 

“Ma Dame,” Hugh said, bowing. Madeleine and Stephan were coming up behind us. 

“Welcome back to Bois de Haillot. I am very pleased to have you back.” 

“Thank you, Hugh,” Madeleine replied, “and I thank you for this extraordinary service in my 

absence. Has it been—difficult?” 

“No fatalities, my lady,” Hugh responded. “About as good as might be expected.” 

“One,” Stephan corrected. He tilted his head back toward our prisoner, still tied to a mule 

with Michel looking after him. “Three of them assaulted Klaas and Marta. We killed one. This one 

will be tried at moot.” 
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Hugh raised his eyebrows at that, then glanced at my bloody arm, but didn’t argue. “As you 

say, Sieur Stephan. I’ll have Bors lock him up. For now, though,” he turned to look at the high-

roofed extension to the castle tower, “your guest awaits you, Ma Dame. And I don’t think his mood 

is very good.” 
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